Cognitive sequelae of cancer and its treatment have become an active area of investigation (Meyers and Perry, 2008) , particularly the effects of adjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer. Early retrospective neuropsychological studies demonstrated lower function in long-term survivors treated with chemotherapy than in patients not exposed to chemotherapy or healthy controls. These objective data, as well as patient-reported difficulties with cognition in daily life, led to the coining of terms such as 'chemobrain', as alterations in cognitive functioning were presumed to reflect the neurotoxic effects of systemic chemoherapy. Prospective studies later documented lower cognitive performance in a subset of patients prior to adjuvant treatment. These effects remained after controlling for potentially related psychosocial factors (eg, mood, fatigue), suggesting that the cancer disease process may play an independent role. It has also been demonstrated that hormonal therapies may exert an adverse effect on cognition. Reported cognitive effects are generally modest; mean performance for the affected group (eg, chemotherapy-treated vs no chemotherapy, cancer vs noncancer, and hormonal therapy vs no hormonal therapy) typically remains within normal limits based on clinical criteria. Where cognitive changes are noted, the affected domains have been remarkably consistent, with greatest differences noted in processing speed, executive functions such as working memory, and aspects of episodic memory (Jansen et al, 2005) .
Psychometric and subjective findings are greatest during and shortly after treatment and resolve in most patients over time, with longitudinal studies showing residual cognitive sequelae in only a subset of patients several years post-treatment. Multiple candidate mechanisms for these effects have been proposed, including chemotherapy-induced DNA damage (directly or through increases in oxidative stress), individual variation in genes related to neural repair and/or plasticity, and/or chemotherapy-induced hormonal changes (Ahles and Saykin, 2007) . Structural and functional neuroimaging has been applied to examine the neural substrate of these cognitive changes in both retrospective and prospective samples. Using voxel-based morphometry, a structural MRI technique that is capable of detecting alterations in gray matter density, our group has detected decreases in gray matter in bilateral Figure 1 . Reduction in brain gray matter density from baseline to 1 month after breast cancer chemotherapy. Data were analyzed using SPM5, with the critical significance threshold (P crit ) set to 0.001. Surface renderings show gray matter changes in bilateral frontal, temporal, and cerebellar regions. Reduction in gray matter density was also evident in bilateral medial temporal regions, and in the right thalamus (not shown). ....................................................................................................................................................... 2010) . Mirroring the cognitive literature, altered patterns of brain activation have been found both prior to adjuvant treatment and following chemotherapy or hormonal treatment. Both structural and functional neuroimaging approaches have shown alteration in frontal brain regions, consistent with the most commonly affected cognitive processes in prior neuropsychological studies. Ongoing research examining variables that contribute to cancer-and treatmentrelated cognitive and brain changes (eg, genetic variability and other bioarkers, age, cognitive reserve, and other medical comorbidities) will be critical to identifying potential risk factors that may increase individual vulnerability (Ahles et al, in press). Preclinical research in animal models can be expected to further enhance the understanding of underlying mechanisms. Finally, identification of optimal treatment approaches will be an important future direction.
NICO-TEEN: Neural Substrates that Mediate Adolescent Tobacco Abuse
Adolescents are especially likely to initiate tobacco use and are more vulnerable to long-term tobacco dependence. Although the importance of factors such as environmental conditions, genetics, sex differences, and constituents of tobacco other than nicotine has been recognized, relatively little is known about the neural mechanisms that mediate enhanced sensitivity to tobacco abuse during adolescence.
Recent preclinical studies have led to our working hypothesis that enhanced tobacco abuse during adolescence is promoted by: (1) enhanced positive effects of nicotine; and (2) reduced negative effects of nicotine and withdrawal from this drug during adolescence compared with adulthood (O'Dell, 2009) . Thus, the inadequate balance favoring strong positive effects of nicotine over reduced negative effects produces enhanced vulnerability to tobacco abuse during adolescence.
Much work comparing age differences to nicotine has focused on the mesolimbic dopamine pathway from the ventral tegmental area (VTA) to the nucleus accumbens (NAcc) where dopamine is increased by nicotine but decreased during withdrawal (Mansvelder and McGehee, 2002) . These neurochemical effects are age dependent, as nicotine increases NAcc dopamine to a greater extent in adolescent vs adult rats (Shearman et al, 2008) . Also, we reported that nicotine withdrawal decreases NAcc dopamine to a lesser extent in adolescent vs adult rats (Natividad et al, 2010) . These studies suggest that mesolimbic dopaminergic mechanisms are important in modulating adolescent vulnerability to tobacco abuse.
Our working hypothesis is that the age differences in dopamine have their origin in the VTA where excitatory mechanisms regulate dopamine release in the NAcc. This is based on our observation that nicotine withdrawal decreases glutamate levels in the VTA of adult, but not adolescent, rats. Because excitation in the VTA is not reduced, adolescents show smaller reductions in NAcc dopamine during withdrawal. This hypothesis is consistent with evidence that excitatory systems that facilitate dopamine are overdeveloped during adolescence (McDonald and Johnston, 1990) . Taken together, we hypothesize that adolescents show enhanced nicotine reward and reduced withdrawal through enhanced excitation of VTA cell bodies that release dopamine in the NAcc.
Our hypothesis has important clinical implications. First, reduced sensitivity to withdrawal during adolescence implies that the diagnostic criteria developed for tobacco dependence in adults, based primarily on withdrawal, are inappropriate for adolescents. A corollary is that treatments focusing on alleviating withdrawal will
